Understanding the emerging African Peace Operations model, where it came from, the way it works and future challenges is crucial for humanitarian and emergency response communities, say Cedric de Coning, Linnéa Gelot and John Karlsrud

Sharing operational theatres and responding jointly to complex humanitarian crises across civil-military lines, as well as institutional or national affiliations, requires institutional adaptation to shifting strategic interests, multiple demands and volatile conflict and crisis dynamics.

The entry point for most large-scale emergency response regimes in Africa in the future will be African-led ‘stabilisation’ missions. However, the new reality is one of a global network of peace and security actors, and African Union (AU) missions will be deployed alongside various sub-regional, UN and EU political, humanitarian and development interventions. This creates challenges of duplication, overlap and rivalry, but also provides all involved with unique model of African peace operations is emerging. From our engagement with practitioners, diplomats and various donors and partners working with African regional institutions, we suggest in our book (see overleaf) that a partnership models are emerging, but these models are often poorly developed or institutionalised. There is a need to develop both resilient African models and collaborative approaches. For our engagement with practitioners, diplomats and various donors and partners working with African regional institutions, we suggest in our book (see overleaf) that a pattern of complex hybridity is emerging. The UN Security Council (UNSC) relies on proactive regional interventions to sustain the search and access of UN agencies and other international presences. First responder deployments by a number of African states, through the AU and the RECs/RMs, are a precondition for many humanitarian operations today. They provide the minimum security and stability necessary for many humanitarian organisations to work in the worst violence affected areas, and they also prepare the ground for a transition to comprehensive UN-led peace operations.

A pattern of complex hybridity is emerging. The UNSC relies on the AU and the RECs/RMs to act as first responders to emerging crises and to stabilise conflicts where violent fighting is ongoing. The UN is unable to generate troops and police in sufficient numbers and deploy them rapidly enough to meet the demands. Structural constraints, such as bureaucratic nationals and security and safety rules, as well as normative constraints, including the UN’s core principles regarding impartiality, consent of the parties to the conflict, and non-use of force except in self-defence and in the defence of the mandate, further contribute to UN peacekeeping operations being unable to effectively manage situations where violent conflict is ongoing. African regional actors rely on the UNSC’s legitimacy for their actions and on financial and other types of assistance from international partners, as well as African states and institutions. African institutions are also developing and institutionalising their peace and security mechanisms concurrently with peace operations being deployed, tested and assessed. The emerging African Standby Force (ASF) is a key component of the African Peace and Security Infrastructure Architecture (APSA) that is simultaneously being refined, constructed and evaluated. A key question is how best to advance the Rapid Deployment Capability (RDC) concept while keeping the African Standby Force as a main framework for African peace operations. From recent discussion in the UNSC it is clear that the Western and emerging powers see a strategic value in supporting the development of an African rapid deployment capability. The experiences of the past decade suggest that the AU needs to retain a high degree of flexibility so that it can continue to adapt to the highly dynamic and complex challenges it will be called upon to manage. Against the background of the gap between current conflict scenarios and the ASF concept, one such proposal is the African Capacity for Immediate Response to Crisis (ACIRC). New considered an interim measure, supported by around 15 African states, ACIRC comprises tactical battle groups of 1,500 military personnel deployed by a lead nation or a group of AU member states. Its purpose is to conduct stabilisation and enforcement missions, neutralise terrorist groups, and provide emergency assistance to AM members states. Unlike the ASF regional standby forces, the ACIRC is a purely military capability, without police or civilian elements. We argue that it is important to revise the ASF while simultaneously harmonising a rapid deployment capacity within it to ensure that all African peace operations are brought into a single continental-level institutional legal framework. All the AU operations to date have been deployed amid ongoing conflict, with the aim of halting the conflict and stabilising the security situation. A fragile peace needs to be enforced by suppressing the capability of aggressors to use force for political purposes. Often, the only countries that are willing to contribute troops to such missions are those that have a strategic interest in the stability and post-conflict reconstruction of the country in question, but such interests also generate side-effects that need to be managed. We will briefly discuss two of the challenges that are covered...
Read more about these and other strategic policy recommendations in the book The Future of African Peace Operations: From the Janjaweed to Boko Haram, edited by Cedric de Coning, Linnéa Gelot and John Karlsrud, published in March this year with Zed Books
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■ A more sustainable and transparent funding framework, based on African revenues, will provide a more predictable source of funding. It will also significantly alter the ownership dynamics and the independence of African-led peace operations.

Another element of discussion is the conditions under which the AU can expect the UN and other partners to contribute up to 75 per cent of the costs of African peace operations authorised by the UN. The AU argues that such operations are carried out on behalf of the UN, which has primary responsibility for maintaining international peace and security, so the UN should bear the bulk of the costs.

Secondly, stabilisation cannot be achieved through military means alone. Conflicts are at their core political, and their resolution requires political solutions. Civilians and police experts can help secure and sustain the peace by supporting strengthening of the rule of law, security sector reform, transitional justice and civilian administration, laying the foundation for good governance and sustaining the peace.

To achieve this, the roles of civilians and police in mission planning at the AU Peace Support Operations Division (PSOD) should be reinforced, and more civilian and police capacity should be added at the strategic, operational and tactical levels of African peace operations. Future African missions are likely to continue to be robust in nature and must include a casualty tracking cell, such as the one developed for the African Union Mission in Somalia (Amisom), as well as other instruments that help to minimise harm against civilians and ensure compliance with AU and international humanitarian law and human rights frameworks.

So, why is this important for communities, protection, resilience, sustainability and emergency response? It is vital to engage and improve the existing and regionally backed conflict prevention, management and resolution structures. No single actor has a monopoly on solutions or models, nor the comprehensive knowledge or competence to conduct sustainable and effective humanitarian relief or emergency response operations. We believe that complex and hybrid responses to crises in Darfur, Somalia, Mali, CAR and South Sudan have taught us that more joint planning, shared analyses and assessment missions, improved communication channels and more institutionalised partnerships are the way forward.

The African experiences show that regional political leadership of peace operations and emergency responses is critical for effectiveness, sustainability and legitimacy. The AU’s capabilities to undertake conflict prevention, conflict management and crisis response operations need to be further strengthened. The political dimension of these operations must be placed at the core of the mandate and mission; the planning, strategic management and evaluation of these missions must be strengthened; the civil-military relationship must find a healthier balance; the principal goals of providing timely protection, emergency assistance, and sustainable approaches need to be operationalised: and the AU must significantly improve its ability to support its own missions, both financially and logistically.

We therefore back the argument by Haysom and Pedersen, who argue that the humanitarian sector will have to commit new resources to relationship building on the continent, and step up existing engagement on protecting a distinct humanitarian identity in conflict zones. They draw on numerous examples from CAR and Somalia to make the case that robust response is perhaps the best available mission type in current geopolitical circumstances, but often one that compounds already acute challenges for humanitarian actors, including the tendency among donors and multilateral organisations to incorporate humanitarian operations into state-building efforts, the intended/unintended negative effects of partisan regional states using military means to address political crises, and the ‘criminalisation of negotiations with non-state actors’.

The operational procedures used by humanitarian actors working alongside African peace operations need to retain their independence and distance, yet at the same time be realistic about the mutual dependencies. More civilian-military lines of communication across all responding agencies and actors will be necessary, even if each separate actor will wish to retain its ‘neutral’ identity. Humanitarian organisations need to improve dialogue with the AU (RECs/RMs) and with key African troop-contributing states.